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HOW TO USE THE INSTRUCTOR OWN
PLANS . t . ,

.
. .

.

..er

:
- .: .

The Instructor Lesion Plans are guides for teaching an advanced-

level training program for emergency midjcal technicians. The Plans

eimiot be used by, the instructor to develop the competency to
conduct the program; the instructor should have this as a prerequi-
site

.
site to teaching the course. , .

The Instructor LA' son Plans are comprised of 15 inoLii, each

containing the information and instructions ,needed' to conduct a
- prograni orayartictilar subject. Each module can be used by itself or

modules.in concert with other Modules.

1 Each module is subdivided into instructional units that deal with

a particular segment of the module 'subject. Generally, the units
. . .

contain the following components: ,

.l

Performincv Objectives: These are classified as 'knowledge (K)

objectives 'or skill (S) objectives. They are written in behavioral

terms so they can be evaluated either hiough observation of
student activities or through' results obtained under specified

. conditions., .

Unit Activities. Reading assignments, reference materials, and
4 .

" 'outside activities are 'presented for both the students and the

. instructor. If the activities are,identica, only the instruatt,r's
activities are presented,' ,-

Equipment and Materials. Educational equipment includes
chalkboard °valid& projector, slide projector, and 'Screen.
Medicil equipment and materials required are drawn from those

. .
i

listed in Appendix F of the Course aside.
.., ..
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Contentputlide. This presents the topics to be covered during'
the presentation of the unit. Where appropriate, it is divided into

. single skills or concepts: This approach gives the instructor the

"flexibility to add or delete specific Skills and information. The

content outline'also provides directions to the instructor indicat-

ing when the use Of demonstratiods or group discussions would

be most appropriate. . I
o a . e0 ..

-

Because the units are designed to be taught by technically
coinpetentinstriutors, the content outlines are hot specific; they

only 'numerate topics and subtopics. It is expected that the
instructor's skill arid knowledge will supplement the depth of the ..

caurse content outline. The instructor is encouraged 'to prepare

additional notes. 6

Dayonstration Optlines. These are designed to present proce-
dural steps thavareimportant in performing the particular skill

.

cr calculation. Steps, that are critical or that may . lead to ...
common errors are emphasized. Where critical stepmxist, these

---- .
outlines suggest what should be demonstrated.

Practice Sessions. These sessions serve as guides to activities to

be performed by students. applying, the skills. They may be
performed in the-classr&sm or assigned as homework. During

. clissroom practice sessions, the, instructor will lie available to

oliseeve and correct student performance sand to answer any
questions. . .. .i .

.. ,... .

Skill Evakations The skill evaluation sheets provide. check-
, points for the instructor to use to insure that students are

folloiing appropriate proceduris or sequences. Skill evaluation

sheets also provide a convenient method for feedback to students
t

i having )articular problems ilia a giVen skill, and:for monitor-,
c, . ing- a student's pr Ogress in attaining skill objectives. .

0

.

,

4

6.

1

.
The skill evaluation should occur only after the students have .

.. had an opportunity to practice the skill under the supervision of
. wu w

. the instructor. The skill evaluation sheets cap be distributed. , :

. dunng, or before, the demonstration or practieesession.. Thus,

they catibe used as a job aid during practice. They should not be

used, koilever, as a job aid Zihilethe student is being evaluated.

The sheets are designed to pn .: alearninottnd evaluation tool ',
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and are not intended to mandate performance in the field in a set
manner, irrespective of the patient's condition or situation.

e
Satisfactory performance of a given skill is defined as the correct

. performance of all steps in the proper sequence. The instructor's
judgment is required to define correct performance and sequence of
steps in a skill. Skill 'evaluations may be repeated at intervals
'th routhout The course to assess skill decay and the neejl for remedial

practice. Sonic instructors may wish to test skills immediately after

they have been leamed-and-again-at the conclusion of the course.

The alphtihumeric coding system is used to identify, the varimis
,modules and units, When you see, for example, in MOdule, II,
3.6.1.K, the 3 indicates the unit, the 6 indicate's the main instruc-

t. ,.
tional topic; the 1 indicates the subsection of the major topic
outlined in 3.6, and the "K indicates the teaching objective (in this...

01

s.:. . .
case , know ledge). ..-

*a

4 .

To illustrate further, 3.6.1.K would translate into:

. ,4 .

= Unit number '
6 =,a, The main topic of .the instructional section (The first two

,...---numberse.g., 3.6refer-to a major heading in the unit
. contentoutline.) .
1= A subsection of the enaj or topic outlined in 3.6 (This number

relates to the number Of objectives listed under skill or.
knowledge objectives and not to the content outline.)

K = Knowledge objective k( . ? , .

S = t kill objectives -

.

,

The three -digit reference numbers (e.g., 3.6.1), within each
G. ..

..module refer to the topical section in that module only. For example,

in Module H, any topical heading with 3.6 as the first two digitsi Of

refers 'o the discussion of the components of patient assessment in

Unit 3. ..
. .

. A visual presentation of Unit 3, by Module 11, ofthe coding system

' is presentedon the following pages.

.
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SAMPLE PAGE
CODING SYSTEM EXAMPLES

\
7

Abdothen

Extremities

3.6.1.K Given a situation describing a pntient with a poisible illness

or injury who may or may not be able to eommuifichte, the

student should be able to describe the procedure for evaluat:
.

inethe patient described. Minimally, the student should
include the appropriate primary assessine.iit-and specify the

order of the four componenteof the iecbndary assessment

and the arias of the assessment that would be emphaiized:

J

4

tote ,demonstration,. auscultation of the lung,, heart, and

abdominalssounds:
4

3.6,1.5 Given a student posing as a communicative patient, the .

student should be able. to demonstrate the probedure for
c'bndncting a patient assessment when the patient is Os-
pected of having the Mowing:

# .

1v

9
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SAMPLE PAGE..,
CODINCODING SYSTEM EXAMPLESG

4

"j. Pmctkren 3
s

3.6. 'Fourcom is Of assessment (order)

A. If the patient n communicate, determine if he has a
medical tor trauma - related problem.

If a medical priiblem, the general order should, be:

a. Evaluate the diagnostic and vital signs.

b. Develop the potient's history.

-
c. Examine for a medical problem.
. e

0

;Evaluation 3.61.S: Assessment:of a Communicative Patient

Oith a Sispected Trauma-Related Problem

V

Nice an '17C" in the appropriate, column to indicate steps that are

neorrect, out of sequence; or itted. The student should be given .threeattempts to perform t

Equipment .

Student posing as a victim

Stethoscbpe
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/ Clinical Tridning

'

4.,
To present thiti program, it will be necessary .to have access to the

clinicafeunits listed below. If a unit 'is not available, adjustments
should be made to insure that thiactivities proposed for that unit are

, included in Others. Specific guidelines for the clinical, units are
included in the modules. The student's training should be supervised

in each of the followingilinicarareas:

Emergency department .

. Intensive care unit/coronary care unit

Operating/recovery room.

--* Intravenous (IV) team

Pediatric unit

Labor suite/delivery rootn/newborntursery
Psychiatric unit -

Morgue

Mobile intensive care unit

4

r

Sample forms for maintaining student activity records are included

in the Instructor Lesson Plans. The forms are designed so that the
. medical director can determine the number of times, and how

successfully, a student has lierforthed a skill. The medical director

also will be able to determine how much time the student needed to-

become proficient in the skill. Furthit,.the medical director will be

able to evaluate student performanci undei a number of preeeptors'

because certain skills are reieated in various clinical units (e.g.,
initiating an IV is performed by the student with' the IV tetim and iri

the emergency department and intensive cdre unit).

. Although the clinical experience is listed with the 'nodule, it need

not be presented each time, even iE a number of modules are being

presented.

Testing and Evai the Student
1.

It is recommended that each student be evaluated on proficiency of

skill and knowledge at the completion of eac !nodule. Skill evades-

den sheets have,bees provided for'epeh ski in each unit,Thise -

sheets' can be used as -guides for evaluating the student's 'skill.
proficiency, The evaluation of the knowledge objectives is lefkko the

discretion of the instructor, according to predetermined objectives.

vi-
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the pri;grikt. Thps,,itis possible for thistudent tobe tasted and given

credit for any inodule. The medical airator should not assume the
student's competedy simply 'because of prior training, but should
develop an evaluation method to determine the student's proficiency

ba;rid on first-hand observation and experience. With this type of
:' method, it is possible for students to receive credit for prior training

;4*. : experience. This would be especially appi'cabk for those modules..
) it. .

:ethirt are primarily a review of skills concerned with Emergency
Medical Technician- Ambulance; fc;r er:ample,soft-tiiisue injuries and

t

a

it

J
vr.

-Testing of knOwledge, should stress areas of clinical relevance over

basic science. No matter what type.of evaluation system is used,
students should be kept informed of their progress and should be
given additional activities to supplement weak areas.

As Previously stated, the emphasis is on student comietencyr
itilier-than on the total number of houis the sttiflent is invoIxedip

rescue.
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MODULE IV GENERg.PHARMACOLOGY

.
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INTRODUCT)ON
.

e
. .

,

It

- prerequisites .. 1

`The students must have successfully completed. the following.11,.
modules:

, . .
I. The Emergency Medical Techniciaq, His Role, Responsibili-

ties, and Training ,.

II. Human Systems and Patient Asiessment
, , \

. ., .

III. Shock and Fluid Therapy
0

Description of Module .'4 yr

o
1

Z .
0

a C ,' 4-

0

\ 4 *

Following is a of the topics discussed in this module:

. ...

Unit I. Drug Information: Discusses the sources of drags, drug
names, solids and liquids, and the different forms in which drugs

,ma
.
y be dispensed.

'' et '

0

01

- Unit 2. Action of Drugs: Discusses. ochl. and 4stemic effects,

factors influencing the action Of drugs, speCial terms to desuribe drug
1actions, for example, therapeutic action, physiological ction, cumu-

latite action, and tolerance. In addition, this unit discusses those
. .

drugs affecting the autonomic d irvoussystem (alp and beta
agents)! The unit also contains a list of items thaj the stid ta should

know about any drug before using it. \i
,

iv-i

* I, . . .

' t
4
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Unit '3. Weights and Measures: Discusses the metric system and

how to calculate drug dosages (fractional dosages). Ip this unit, the ,

students are given a homeworl assignment daft vii(n the metric
system..

Unit 4. Administratkon of Drugs: Discusses safety considerations

and procedures when using drugs in the field. This unit also allows

time fOr discussing local procedures in thedministration ol'drugs.

Unit S. Techniques of Administration: Designed to give the

.students an opportunity to practice the following skills in an educa-

tional setting:

s Drawing up solutions in a syringe

Intravenous' injections (IV push and adding medication to an

IV container) ,

Subcutaneous injections

Intraniusculafinjections
4.

These sidllshould not be attempted in the field,until the students

have completed the clinical module. .., .

. , ...k '
, . .

This module was not designed to expose the students to specific

drugs. The students should be informed that specife drugs and their

effects will be discussed in other modules. . )

O

Clinical Experience

The student shoUld receive experience in the clinica units calculi
lating dosages and administering subcutaneous and intramuscular ,

injection. This experience can be gained in any clinical area of the

hospital and, as with all Ailinicai activities, should be performed

under the direction of a preceptor.

a

111-2

A

MODULE 1Y: GENERAL PHARMACOLOGY
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UNIT l
DRU IN

!

,

r

G.

4
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MATION

`Knowledge Objectives
i . ). 1

i
After completing this module, the student should be able to

'correctly respond to at least 80 percent 4the following:
, )

1.2.1.K. Given a list of poisible sources, the student should be-able

to select the sources'of various drugs (e.g., aiiirnal, vegeta-

ble, mineral, synthetic).
,

. . .

1.2:2.K Given 'a list o)tatements, the student shoUld be able to

select those statements that are true about synthetic drugs.
I

.1,
i

1.3.1.K Given a list of statements, the student should be able to

select those statements that are true' about the Various:
names ofa drug (i.e., generic vs. trade name).

1.3.2.K Given a specific drug name and a list of different types of

names (official, chemical, generic, trade),' the student
should be able to select the type of name that is given.

1:4.1.K Given a list of statements, the student should be able to

select those statements that describe or explain why drug
, -

standards are necessary.. k,

..

.
, ...

1.4.2.k Given a list of agencies and their unction, the student
should be able to identify those agencies that'are responsi:

ble for regulating drugs.
,

'The selectiotr of 80 percent as a pasting criterion is arbitrary and can be
modified.

.

UNIT I: 6410 INFORMATION
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1:5. LK various definitions, the student should be

lie.ikfritions of:
N.,

Ointments

't twinges
Solutions

Fluid extracts'..
Ampules Tinctures

. Vials . Spirits

Suppositories' k ,

Given a list of

able ro seieZti

Capsules

Powders

Pills

Tablets

1.12.K Given 'a list of statements, .the,student should be able to/
select those stat ents that are true about suspensions.

1' ..,

1.5.3.K
.,

Given a list of pharmaceutical preparations, -the student

, -should able lo select those that are (u"dlially) used
Iexternally. .

4.6.1.K Giveii a list of phatmaceutical preparations, the 'student

should be' able to select those that are prepackaged and .

have a given dosage.

Instructor Aetivitiei

Assign the materials referred to below dOring the ;lass period
immediately before the beginning of this unit: --

c.
. .

Chapter 4, Unit 1, of the Text

Knowledge objectives for this unit

Prepare a lecture following the content outline on page IV-5. The ...

following are suggeslionr,

1 .
Inform the ud is that there Arc no practice sessions (4)2.

,
vfdeMatistration sessions.

,Start thelesschi by asking the itudefits to 14t on the blackboard ;4
. .tht.-advantages and disadvantages .of using drugs in the field

(limit the discussion to 3-5 minutes).

Discuss, Section 1.2, having the students list the four sources of
_.:.---

Argiii-on the blackboard. Try to. have examples 'from each

I.V.4

source. -

. 14
MODULE IV; GENERAL PHARMACOLOGY
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.-.

Discuss Section 1.3, using a lecture/discussionmethod. During

the lecture, it might be advisable to hare the students distin-
guish the Various names, when giverta specific name.

,e Discuss section 1.4. Have a copy of the United States Pharma-

copoeia (USP) to show the students. Drug legislation need not

-be a time-consuming affair. Thii section is only incilag so the'

students Will realize the need fOir regulatory agencies.

Discuss Section 1.5, usina leciure/diseustion method. Ask the

students to name solid and .11qiiid d rugs. Have examples avail-

able to show the students.
Y

, . .

Evaluate the students on their attainment of the objectives for this

unit at the end of the module. ..

. -

..
EquiAtinent and Materials

EducationalEquipmentEduentional

_
Chalkboard and chalk

EquipmentMedical

...
.

Examples of drugs coming 4. Ini the four sources

\

xamples of drugs in given forms (e.g., capsules, tablets, etc.)

Ampule and vial

. Physicians' Desk Reterenci Y
.''

Materials
4

Knowledge objectives (optional)

Text [

ci;alir.nt Outline
..)

1-1. Introductory remarks

1"

Th5 importance of medications and the dangers associated with

drug Administration ,

1. /Discuss the definition of a drug.

2. *Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using drugs in

the field,

5

t

.

, 't
.
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3. Discuss the importance of knowing:

a. Effectrof drugs
b. Proper dosages
C. Contiaindications

d. Side effects

p. Administration techniques (mode and rate)

4. Distribute havioral objectives forthis utiit and discuss
them, if nor Jody done.

.

1.2. Source's of drugs 9

A. Fou major sources.
I. Animal .

Vegetable orplant / .

3: ' Iteliperal .
4. Synthetic

.B. Animal
1. Give exanipkS ( thyroid, insulin, or epinephrine).

2. Give locatioas of sources (e.g., thyroid comes from
thyroid gland in the neck of any food animal; insulin

from animal's pancreas).

C. Vegetable
1. Discuss sources (medicinal plants).

a. Dried roots

b. Bark

c. Sap

d. Leaves

.e, Flowers .
fp Seeds

2. Give examples (digitalis is from dried leaves of wild-

'. flower called purple,foxglove; opium is from'

D. Mineral
1. Discuss sources. r

°

a, -Metallic and nonmetallic

b. Forms of acids, bases,,and salts

2. Give examples (calcium is found in animal bones and

1V4

eeth).
E. Synthetic

, 1, Discuss the process: building up a, compound by the

union of simpler compoukls or elements.

2 .' Point out that it is a newer source than the others:

MODULE IV: GENERAL PHARMACO

.
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.1.

.

3, Point out that most Medicines 'can now be Made .

synthetically.

4. Give examples (synthetic steroids, vitamins),

1.3: Drug names
. .

A. Discuss that a drugmay have four names.-
I. ,f.;Official

2. Chemical

3b Generic .,,

4. Trade
B. iiiscuts the official name. .. .

1. Point out that it is the nine under which the dritt_is
listed in official publications.. '` V.

_'
-1/4 r

2. feint out that it is as specified in the US!. A': . 4t*
C. Discuss the chimicarname.

1. Point out that it isidetailed denotation of thechempal
constitution of a drug. . . .

i 2. Give examples.,
r Discuss the generic name. .t .

-1. Point out that it is given this name befog it becomes

the official name. .

2. POW out thatit is "ustiliiiy detivedirom the chemical
name --but sinipier. : ... .

I. -'Point out that it is not capitalized.. . .
4. 'dive examples.

E. Discuss the trade or proprietary name.
1. Point out that it is the name registered by the company

:
and restricte4 to its use. .

2. Point out thsymbol e at tne tipper right of the name
. .

(indicates registration).

3. Point out that the fast letter is capitalized.

4. 'Examples: .

a. Nimbutalsleeping capsule:, official name.

pentobarbital

b. Totracyn V, Tetracyn, etc. .
F. Give examples of all four names of a single drug

*.:
e".."..

I ,r

..,

1.4. Drug standards and legislation
To

A. Reasons for standards 11

.

/
1 ;

". One reason is to insure the uniformity of drug strength,

ptikity, and,identification.

'V

UNIT I: DRUG INFORMATION
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. w 2. -
(Note: Have the publication available for students to
look at)

.a. Legal standard set fOrth by Federal Food, Drug,
find Cosidedc Act of-1938.:

B. Drug legislation .

. , ). Its purpose is to protect consumers and patients.

j2.. Br4dhisiory
a: Pure Food Act of 1906

(1) Requires labeling

(2) Regulates the traffic &drugs

b. Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act of,.1938,

1952,1962

(1)-(Perse0 by the .Food and Drug Adminiitral.
tion of the Department olHealth,- Education,
and Welfare (IIEW) %

I. (2) Regulates the labeling of dangeroui drugs

(3) Determinestheinfety_ofdrugs
,

Regulates the manufacturing of drugs

c. Harrison Narcotic Act of 1914- ;,amended severaltimis-
(1) 'Regulates opium, cocaine, their compounds

and derivatives, and many other drop

(2) Requires record keeping by distributors regis-

tired with the epartment ontevenue
d. Narcotic Control Act of 1956

3. Tederilregulatory agencies (give the function of each)
a. Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs

(BNDD)

b. Food and EirugAdminiitration (HEW):

c, Public Health Service'

d. Federal Trade Commission

.

1.5. Drug forms (Note: Have exiniplesfor the students to look

A. Solid drugs (most drugs are prepared in solid forms)

1. Extracts
a. Solid preparation of drugs obtained by dissolving

the crude drug in alcohol or water:the solution is

then allowedto evaporate. The sediment that is left

is =Bed the extract.
.
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b. They, are usually four or five time stronger than
crude drugs.

c. Extracts haVe the ability to be incorporated ipto
tablets or capsules.

d. Example: cascara tablets, a laxative

2. Powders
^

a. Crude or' Ether drugs ground' into a powder and
used in tha form

b. Example; pirin pOwdersused as a garek ,for
sore throats

3. Pills ' - f
,:

:.-A... r.
ax-r.r.iicgsshaped into spheres er ovals

. . b. Usually coated to'ctisgaise the unpleasant taste of a,

:drugitylo'preservelle Potency . y .

4. Capsules . ..
' a. Drugs in small cylindrical gelatin containers- that

disguise testa of ding ,

- _ .

. .Y . . b. Provide a long, continuous period cif absorption and

effect ._

.

c. Example: pentobarbital (Nembutal)

5. Tablets . 1 . . .4 4

a. Dried, powdered drugs that have beet"' compressed

into smalfdiiks (usually easily dissolved)
a b. ExaMple: /aspirin

4
6. rulvule ,i.,, \

a, Is a container with a dose of powdered drug, ,
b. Shaped like a capsule, butt is not made of gelatin . ,

and will not separate as a capsule does

B. Not solids or liquids

1. Ampule (or ampoule)

4. Point out that it is a glass contaiher. e.

b. 'Point oui that it is simply a container for dru s.

c. Point out that the dnig in an ampule can liquid

or powder. . 1

d.a, Point out that it is sealed to avoid contatninatiop5by

bacteriabr duat. .
e. Point out that its is used for drugs given by
. injections.

f. Show an ampule.

Vial

a. Point out that it isdrilass container with-ia ntbber

stopper.
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b. Point out that it usually contains lbultiple doses.
.

3. Suppositories,

- Point'dht that they are mixtures of drugs with a
firmbase such as cocoa butter and are molded into

shtipestultable for insertion into a body orifice:.
b. Discuss types

,

(1) Rectal.
(2) Vagina(
(3))Urethral

c.' Point out thit they usually. melt at body
temperature..
Give example--Dulcohtx (drugs to move bowels)..

4., ointments
a. A mixture of drugs ilia fatty:base, such is:

(1) Petrolatuth .
-- (2) Lanolin

b: Soft enough\to spread at room temperatures

c. Efficts

(1), Soothing

42) Astringent

-. (3) BiCteloibttic
d. Ex;tnipIst: zinc oxide ointment

Troches or lozenges

a. Flat, round, or r ectangulai discs consisting of a
drug made up with silar or any soothing (or
demulcent) substance

b. Example: cough lozenges :

Liquid drugs

1, Definition or solutionaqueok solutions --one, or
more substances dissoked in waft? ,

2:Definition and example(of aqueous suspension

a. It is a preparation of finely divided drugs, either
intended fdrauspension in some liquid before use or

already in suspension in suitable. liquid; for exam:

ple,'Aueous.penicillin (requires addition of sterile

Water and can administered by IV).

b. puspensionsiri fiuidi mixtures that 'seem to stay
together for a short dine; the ingredients separate
later. . ,

c. MI bottles of suspensions need to be shtken well

O

IV0
1.1

before administering.
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3:Fluid eid4...adis .

a. They iiWii.oncentrated fluid preparations of drugs

made by dissolvmg the qude plant dns in the fluid

dhat dissolves it most reiirdy, for example, water or

alcohol. 4
- I* ,

4 b. They are usually 100 percenin strength;the most

.0dcentrated.of fluid preparations. .

c. Example: extract of turpinhYdrate.

4. Tinctures ..
//

- a. Diluted alcohol extracts of a drugvary in strength .
,,

. . from .10 to 20 percent'
,, 12..Example: tincture of belladonna

. 5.. Spirits . /
.,ti. preparation of volatile (evaporating into yaw)

: substances dissolvedm alcohol
. , .

o , .
b. Example :. splritSiirimonia

4

6. Syrupi .

,. a. Drugs combined with sugar and water

b. Example: syrup of ferrous sulfatean iron medi-
cine kat-overcomes anemia by increasing the iron

available foAthe red bkmdcells .44 i.

7: Elixirs ; / 0

a. Point. out that they are palatable (or good - tasting)
. /

preparations of drugs made with alcohol, sugar, and
.., somaromatic: or pleasant-smelling, substance. ':i.,-

*1---)'.4
b. Example: terpin hydrate eliiiit ,,

1

. $

. , 1-le
'%

8. Milks' :., , %

i' ..;
. .

V:PI . a. /insoluble substances of drugs or preparations in
-4-- d/it4 t- Water

.
b. Shoald be shaken..

'?o-~,
c. Example: milk of magnesia (an antacid)

$,

.4

' -:9. Emuistoni - ' ,

a. Point out that they are suspensions of oils, fats, or

petrolatum in Water. This suspension is made by
means of

li.
an epulsifying agent such as gum acacia.

. . ' -

, I

.

c. Example: chloroform liniment

b. Example: liquid petrolatum emulsion

10. Liniments

a: Mixtures of drugs, with soap, oil, water, br alcohol

that arnto beetised for external application Only .

b. Usually rubbed into the *in r
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11. Lotions

a. Point out that they are usually aqueous prepara-
tions that contain suspended matter.

b. Point out that they are usually usedior washes or
soothing applications (nsugy applied to the skin by

patti1ig).14 lt
c. Neuss theism. 1

.. (1) aeanshig
0 Astringent (drawing action)

d. Point °Ili the need tO shake well before using.,

\ e. Example: calamine lotion

, 1.6. AysialansiDeskRehrencb(PDR)

.
s

-e. ,
.,74'i i

.

s
..!!

o 1 . I
i i

,9

A. Describsthe purpose. .

B. Describe the uses.

1. Identifying unknown medications

2.. Learning more, out a given drug
,.-

Importance of drugs in the field and their dangers

-* Sourcesof drugs

. . ..
,-
.e,

Animal .
-4-' Vegetable `

,,Yi.
..:_,Mineral

Synthetic

Drug names >
t

JP.

.
6

-.. Official.
Chemical

e. Generic
.. Trade i .

.
Importance of drug legislation and standards-

Drug forms (pharmaceutical preparations)

. u..

/

a

t. f ._
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Others not really solids and not teeny liquids -

--- Dosage (Note: Dosage is important. There is some con-
venience and safety in using prepackaged material.)

a'. Capsules

b. Tablets
c. .Lozenges
d. Pills

e. Powders

f. Ampules

g
containers

. Vials

Pki2ticians'Desk Reference

4 .

ft

ti

1

:

0
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UNIT -2

ACTION OF. DRUGS

"Knowledge Objectives *1

. .

After completing this module, the student should be' able to,.
correctly respond to at least 80 percents of the following:

: .
, ;

2.1.1.K Given a list of definitions or statements, -the student
should be able to select those that are true about:

Local effects

General or systemic effects

" 2.2.1.K The student should be able to list those factors influencing

the action of drugs, such as

.
.

. Age of the patient a

'111' Condition of the patient
, /

.Dosage /..

AbsUrption rate .
/

4-15iitribution--- d'IL -______ -----,

Elimination -
/ '.

- ,-

2.2.24K When given a list of methods-of abiorPtion .(mtravenous,'

iubcutaneoieg oral, transtracieid, intramuscular), the stu-

dent should be able to rink the absorption rates from. A V

fastest to slowest. /

. .

cThe Plied& o f 80 percent as a passing criterion is arbitrary and can !e
modified. A..

. UNIT x ACTION 01. uRUOS
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2.2,3.K The student. should be able to list at least five routes in
which drugs are absorbed.

2.3.1.K Given lists of statements, the student should be able to
select those that best describe the following labels:

Depression

Physiological

p Therapeutic
I Untoward
* Initiation

Antagonism

Cumulative effect

Tolerance

Synergism

Potentiation
-Additive

.Habituation \
Idiosyncrasy t.
Hypersensitivity

Indication

- Contraindication
. Side effect'

Or, given a list of statements or phrases, the student
should be able to match the above labels with the
statements.

Or, given a description of a sit lion or stoups of situa-
tions, the student should be able to select the effect that
best describes the situation. The effects may include all
those listed ,above.. -

2.5.1.K Given a list Of possible effects on-the heart, lungs, and
blood vessels, the student should be able to select those

. associated with alpha or beta agents.
0

- -Given a list of statements, th% student should be able to

select those that are true aboutbeta blockers.

.

2.5.3.K Given a list ofsatements, the student should, be able to

. sedct those that descnbe whirl kind of receptors (alpha or
beta) thd heart, lungs, and arteries have.

a

2-.5.4.K Given 4apseilic`sititatioi (a patient's conditidn) and a list
0

'of drugs speeitiid a$ pure alpha, Aire beta, or both alpha

and beta agents, the student should be able to select the
appropriate drug for the specified condition;

1

Iv-I6

4
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2.6.1.IC The students ought to be able to 1 at least nine items that

reflect what they ought to know about a specific drug
before using it. This list should contain: .. ;

- ii,
Dose

e
' Incom tibility

Di Lion ' ::- .. Cont, aindications

A ion ' I :' :" Side effeCts

. Indications and uses Antidotes
%

\ . .
Precautionfa

:..
'--kInstiv-Iclor Activities i

i ,

' ,.

Assign the material referred to below during the class period

immediately before the beginning Of this unit. Assignnients include:'

c

Chapter 4; Unit 2, ortig Text

knowledge objectives for this unit

Prepare a lecture following the content outline oipage 1V-18.

The following are suggestions:

_ Inform .the students in the beginning of the unit that there are

.no demonstration sessions and no practice sessions.

Inform the Students in the beginning of the unit that this unit is

designed only to give Them an understinding of tow4drugs

work. It is not designed to provide an understanding of the

action of any specific drugs.Infbrm the students that sspeciflo

drugsWill be covers in future sections of the program.

Discuss Section 2.1 of the Outline using a lecture/discussion

method.`

Discuss Section 2.2 of the outlinb using a lecture/discussion

mithod. Ask the students to name those factors, that' would

influetice thh action of the drugs.

, Discuss Section 2.3 of the outline using a lecture/disCussion

method. List the terms on the blackboard and define them/ -

1nforin the students that drugs can be claiiified by twhich body

sys(4n thig affect. Section 2.4 is designed primarily fcir this

pullose: Further inform the students that iii future modules,

drugs wi\l be discussed by thsystem they affect. t"

Give the students some understanding of how drugs work by

discussing lidtiori 2.5. .Perhaps /the best way to discuss this

UNIT 2 Acnon Of DRUGS
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section is to have the students take 21:145 minutes to read the
Zauk

seition 'in the -Tex( entitled "Drugs and 'the Autonomic IP
Nervous System." After they have had an opportunity to ...I

pido' the reading the instructor should answer any questions.
During the question-and-atiswer period, it might be adyisable

to ask thi students key or critical questions (such as, what is
a beta agent?). ' .-.

Tell the students what key items they sVould know about a
lapccific-drutico-n 2.6 is designed to help the studerits with---

the modules that contain or discuss specific drugs.
.

- .
.. .

;' __ Evaluate the students lithe end of the module.

Equipment and Materials

pquiparntBducatkaal

Chalkboard and chalk

EquipmentMedical . .

,
None

).

Materials
44

Knowledge objectives (optional)

Text

Contest Outline
.

. .

2.1. Introdudtion

.

1.
4'

.

-______

p

A

f

1
$

A. Importance of knowing action

if When to adminiiter a drag
2. What to observe after administered

B. Sites of action ,.

1. Local effects resu't from the iftrect application of a
drug to a tissue or organ and affect only a limited area

Includes drugs that act within tkegistrointestitud tract,

but that are not absolbed.

"*.
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,
2. General or systemic effects -take action after the drug

is absorbed, usually involving absorption and distribu-

tionby the bloodstreanilhese affect the whole body.

2.2. Factors thatinfluence action of drugs

A: Age of the -

B. Condition of the patient . -
C. Dosage (define each),

ix Minimal ,

-, 2. Maximal.
A.' Toxic

4. Lethal 2
D. Absorption . ,

1". Process whereby drugs eater the bloodstream

2. Examples

a. Direct injection into the bloodstream or vein (in-
travenous injection)

b. Injection into a muscle (itCitramuscular injection)

c. Injection into subcutaneous tissue or under the skin

(subcutaneous injection)

(Note: In a later unit, we will discuss these and
the student will learn how to perform them.)

d. Administration of drug orallydrug enters the
digestive system and eventually the bloodstream

e. Administration of the ding rectallydrug eventu
ally reaches the bloodstream

f. -Administration of .a drug across the respiratory

mucosa
3; Speed of absorption (listed in order)

a. Intravenous injection

b. Transtraoheatinjection

c. Rectal injection

d. Intramuscular injection

e. Subcutaneous injection

f. Oral injection

E. Distributionmethod by Which's, drug is distributed to the
bodyusually through thebloodstream or body fluid

F. Detoxificationprocess by which the body inactivates a
drug (often in the liver)

I.

UNIT b ACTION or DRUGS 23 IV-19
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3
G. Elimination t

Proces5 whereby a drug is eliMinated or sent out from

the by sonic or all of the excreting organs

2. Examples

a. Skin

b. Urinary bladder
c. Lungs

d. Bowels

2.3. Terms used to deicribe nature of drug action

A. Depressiondecreased power of the cells to hinction (e.g.,
morphine depresses the central nervous system)

B. Physiologicalaction caused by the drug what-given in the
concentrations normally present in the body (applies only

-s - to drugs derived from nod's' body chemicals)

C. Therapeuticbeneficial action of a to correct, a-
, dysfunction

,

D. Untoward reactionside effect regarded as harmful to the

.1

patient

IrritatiOnaction that produces slight or temporary dam- tr.,

age to tissue

F. Antagonismopposition. or contrariety, as between mus-
cles, medicines, or organisms

. G. Cumulative actionaction of suddenly increased intensity,
.may be' evidenced after administration of several doses of a

drug

H. Toleranceprogressive diminution of susceptibility to the

effects Apt* a . drug, resulting from its continued

administration

Synergismthe joitit action of agents so that their corn-
bineti effect is greater than the algebraic sum of their
individual effects

Potentiationthe combined action of two drugs, being,.
greater than the sum of the effects of each used alone

K. Additive--characterized by addition

L. Habituation-̀-a condition resulting from the repeated con-
sumption of a' drug, with a desire to continue its use, but
with little or no tendency to increase the dose; there may be

psychic, but *no physical dependence on the drug, and
detrimental effects, if ant, are primarily .on the individual

I.

d.

MODULE IV: GENERAL PHARMACOLOGY
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M. Idiosyncrasy:--an abnormal susceptibility to some dnir°
,.. 'protein, or other agent that is peciliar to the individual

N. Hypersensitivityhaving the specific or general ability, to
react with characteristic symptoms to the application or

contact with certain *substaices (allergens) irk amounts
:

innocuous fo normal individuals . .

. .
2A. Drugs iffecting parts of the body (only brief discussion)

£ ,Drugs affecting the central nervous system

)3. affecting the autonomic nervous'system

C. :Drugs affecting the respiratory system

D. Drugs affecting the skeletal and muscular systems

E. Drugs affecting the circulsory system

F. Dk4s,affecting the urinary system.
G. Drugs affecting the digestive system

.14. Drugs affecting the reproduetivesysteiti

I. Drugs affebting the endocrine system

J. Drugs affecting the eyes

K. Drugs affecting the skin and mucous membranes
(N."-L. others is

r

I: Hallucinogenic drugs

2. Histamines, antihistamines, and drugs for motion
7-

sickness .. "'

3. Antibiotics and chemotherapeutic agents

'M. Classification is useful - 4
1. As the program progresses, we will learn about the

, r,
drugs as a given bocly system isbovered. .,

. -
2. To help you understand how drugs work, we will '

discuss drugs affecting the autonomic nervous system.
a. These are the drugs ydu will probably be using in

the field.

b. The autonomic nervous system influences thefunc-

tion of many body organs.
f '

... 2.5. Drugs affecting the autonomic nervous system
2

(Note: Have students (in class) read Chapter 4, section en-
titled "Drugs Affecting the Autonomic Nerious System," of
the Text After they have completed the reading assignment,

1
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answer any questions. The following outline is provided only
for the instructor's convenience)

i -

A. Purpose of autonomic nervous system (review)

i., Parasympathetic nervous system ..-)

a. Vegetatir funOtion
b. Virus nerves. '.

c. ehemicil mediatoracetylcholine
d. &amp* heart reaction to acetylcholine
e. Drug ..

. - (1) Atropiie .

- (2) Parasympathetic blacker
,

2. Sympathetic nervous system ..

a. Functionstress
b. NorepinephrinecheMical mediator
c. ExaMple: heart reaction to norepineplifine

i Others (honione) .t, .

(1) idrenalpandadrinalin
(2) Epinephrine

. .

B. 'Drugs influencing the sympathetic nervous system

i' i: -Paha outthat these ire classified according to receptors
(nit switch miChanism). .

. 2.. 'Discuss alpha and eta receptorsiagents..

3. Discust thitir effects. .
a. Alpha -.

(1). Heartno effect

_ . .

py Arteriescaistriction
(3) ungsnbne or mild bronchoconStriction

b. petit
(1) Heartincreased irate,---in-creased . loree, hi-, .

creased automaticity

(2) Arteriesdiiitatip n
(3) Ltingsbronchociilation .

4. Point out that some drugs are both alplwand beta, thus
will tend to have ho`th effects. ')

5. Discuss sympathetic blockers.

t. Point out that they block the action of sympathetic.._
agents .

b. Poitit out that they occupy receptors silo that agents

cannot act.

c. Give an example (e.g., prepnmololbeta blocked.
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2.6. Certain things to understand and look for wheit'studying a drug

. A. Dose'
1.. Usual 4ose

a. Adult

b. Infant
2. Precision in computation (covered in next unit)

3. Patient history

a. Allergies

Prior medication

:c. Physical problem
B. ;Dilution (amount and type)

C. Action
,1. ,Physiologicid

;

2. Therapeutic
iS

t4.

D: Indications and uses

E. - Precautions

1. Is the drug lethal?

. 2. How should the patient be monitored?

F. : Contraindications ,
,

1. Should not be administered td pregnantowomen

2. = Others

G. Incompatibility with other drugs

H. Side effects

1. Antidotes

2.7. Summary
3

A. Site of locatimk,

$ 1. Local.

2. Systemic

B, 'Influencing actors
1. *-

2.' Coalition
3. Dosage
4. Absorption rate

Distribition
6. Elitninatipn

C. Special terms

I. Depressiop

2. Physiological

war 2: Amos OF DRUGS.
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3. Therapeutic. a

4. Untoyiril reaction
5. Irritation

el
6. Antagonism S

7. Cumulative action

8. Tole;ance: O

9. Synergism
.

Potaitiation
11. Additive

_ 12: Habituation
,13. Idiosyncraiy ..

14. 'Hypeneipitive
N..

D. Different ways to classify drugs

E. Antonomic nervous system

1. Paraaympithetic

2. Sympathetic

a. .Alpha
b. Beta ,

Blockers

F. Things to know about drugs

ti 1. Dose

'2. Dilution
' 3., Action

" 4. Indications and use

5. Precautions
6. Contraindications

7. Incompatibility

S.. Side effects

9. Antidotes

O

1V24

r

4
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
6

° Aftei completing this module, the student should be able to
correctly rrpond to at least 80 pertent* of the following:

.
3.2.1.K The student should be ahle to list the two systems of

weights and rneasures'being used today.

3.2.2.K Given a list of units (wel6ts---and` volume), the student

should bq able to tell which ones belong to the apothecary

system or the metric system:
.

34'.2.3.K. The student ihoulbe ablito list at least three advttages
of the metric system..

o
3.3.1.K , Given a4ist of numbers in milligrams, the student should

o

be able to convert the measures to grams.

3.3,21K Given a drug dose in milligrams and the specific concen-

tration of a drug in tablet form, the student should be able

to calculate how many tablets should be given.

f
3:3.3.K Given a list of measures in grams, the student should be

able to convert the measure's to milligrams.

,
*The selection of 80 percent as a passing 'criterion is arbitrary and can be

modified.
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,
3.5.1. Given weight in u+ Ids, the student shOuld -be able to -student e

he measure into kilograms. . ,

%

b

3.3.4.K. Given a list of measure in milliliters, the student lhould be

able-to convert the measures to liters.

, I
...t

3.4.1.K Given a desired dose and the concentration of the drug,

the student should:et:14e to calculate the volume of the,
drug to be admiiiis . i

..

4,

3.5.2.K Given a weight of 4 patient in pounds and:a drug dose in

' a milligrams per kilogram (ililikg), the student should be
able to calculate the appropriate drug dOse for the patient.

(E-4., a' 150.1)otn0 man is to receive 0.01 mg/kg of
, atropinehow much atropine should be given?)

,Ipstinctor ActIvilles

Assign the material referred 'to below during

before the beginning of this Unit. Assignments are:

I -

Chapter 4, Uriit 3, Of the Text,
.

Knowledge objectives for this unit

Prepare a lecture followingthe content outline ottinge
The 'following are suggestions:

#

41 0

the class .period

falai the students that there are no demonitralion sessions
and no practice sessions, and that there is a_ homework exorcist.)

in the metric systen '
.Inform the students that the unit is primarily designed for them

to learn aboUt the'metric system and to calculate dosages in the .

metric system. Further inform the students that they should
become,familiar enough *frith the conversions and the metric'

spitem to work the prsibleins in the field.

Mims Section ).2 of the content outlirie by using the lecture
,

method.

Do not cover Section 3.3 Of thecotitent outline if the class,

group, ImOrstands decimals. If you, as' an instructor, are
uncertain about the knowledge level of the/group jn reference to

decimals, it might be advisable for you to administer a pretest.

1V.26
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This pretest could be administered in the class period bCfore

this nit.

If there is a need"to devote some class time to decimals, then a .

lecture might be giro. If so, be sure to give the students
problems as you ,v;ork through 'this section of the content
outline. You may even want some of the students to go to the
blackboard. (This will help you assess their understanding of

\.$11e materialbeing covered.) s

, 4
. If you feel a lecture would be too time 'Consuming, there is a !

useful reading assignment for the students in the Text. This 1
. - ,.

reading assigninent is designed to ere the students an under,/

standing 9f decimals as well as practiZerfolvinisomesiniplei
Problems. This reading, followed by a lecture, might be more

efficientthan a straight lecture.

,The remaidder of &cdon 3.3 of the content outline deals with

converting metric utiits to other metric units. This section can
also bad disclused by having the stidents work on simple
problems as you progress through the onilinte.

Discuss drug concentrations as outlined in Section 314.,You "can

present the formula and have the students work on some
problems.

Discuss. Section 3.5, which is a summary. Some new material,

however, is added in this section (converting pounds to
kilograms). This was nor discussed previously because some

students may not know how to divide when the dividend is a

decimal.

Ask. the students' to work on the student exercise after they
complete the unit. Before the next class period, it is puggested

that the class review the problemi.

Evaluate the students on their attainment of the objectives in this

unit at the end of the module.

Equipment and Materials

EquipmentEducational

Chalkboard and chalk

UNIT I. WEIONTS AND MEASURES 3(3 -,
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EquipmentMedical
..

None 4

Materials
i *. a

21
Knowledge objectives (optional)

Text i k

Exercise assignment "_

O Content Outline .

3.1. introduction

4A.
it ._

Review . in the last unit we discussed the effects of drugs

and we listed these factors that influence the adion of
drugs: r . "4

1. Age of the patient Ir.

2. Condition of the patient

3. Dosage !..'

o

wa,

.

4. Absorption ..
5. Distribution

a'
6. Elimination r.

B. Point out that in this unit, weights and measures (the metric

systam)-will be reviewed so the students can determine and
., .

understand dosages. I.

1. Have the students review the knowledge objectives for

this unit. ,

2. Explain that they will have homework problems dealing
. °

with 'me metnc
pi . 4

system.

3.2. two systems

: l

I

1:: -

S

. .

A. Discuss the apothecaries system (brief discussion only)

1, Solid measures (weight limits).. ,.

a. Grain ;
.

b. Scruple
%

c. Dram
d. Ounce
c. Pouifd .

2. Liquid measures (fluidsvoluthes,,units)

a. Minim -.

I V.28

, b. Fluidram
. . ,.

4

.°*.._."
.e-
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11.

c. Fluidounce
v

: d. Pint '
. e. Gallon ,. . . . .

3 . Additional commentmost apothecaries use the met -'
..

. ric system. $

B. Discuss the Metticsystem

er

i
0

1

a

a

1. Advantages . - . ,

a. It is the most frequently used sys.tem in the official

listingpf drugs. .

b. The system is verlogical and organized.
0 C

0
. - There are pressures for the United States to use the

,.

. metric system. ,
., . , ,

2. Solid (weight unit) -

,a. .Primary unit is the grail (g).
...

.

b. `Secondary milt (i.e., a unit derived from primary
unit) is the milligram (mg).

3. Liquid (volumecapacity)
0 . a. priiiimy unit is the liter (1).

.

b. Setondiry unit is the milliliter (nil).

C. Discuss the exchinie or conversion of units fioin the metric

system to the apothecary system or vice Versa. The conver-

sions are usually approximations only. The only conversion

.', you may encounter' in the field is converting pounds to
kilograms: = .

.1. Kilo means 1,00,0 (one thousand, not thousandth) .
.. 2. A kilogram's 1,000 grams° .

, .` 3. To 'a:invert point& to kilograms, divide.pounds by 2.2

to got kilograms

3.3. Metric system,
...

A. Decimals (review) --this review inay, not be necessary de- .
.

pending on the knowledge level ofthe classsee Text

1.- Point out that decimals are based on the number 10 (or
4.

some pdwer of 10)for example, 1110, 1,000, 110,000,-

where- 100.: 10 X10 (or ' 102), 1,000 .7. 10 X 10 X10 .

(or 103), 10,000 = 10 X 10X 10 X10' (or 104). As you .

increase, you 'are multiplying by 10 (e.g., 1001 -
10 X 10; 1,000 = 100 X10; 10,000= 1,000X 10).

UNIT 3 WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
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"2. Give examplek(just list).;
,

a. 0.5 .
s'v.

r b. 0.05 ...., ...
:

c. 0.005
.. -.,

d. 0.0005 -'
.

.. .
e. 2.50

- 1. 4.50 .1` .
g. 4.251

' 3. Point out the parts o a deina...h f hl 4

,
a. Whole number (number before the decimal Oat)
b. Decimal poipt .:. _
c. Decimal fraction (number after the decimal)

:

*

t

,
decimal point

4

1 I J. I . I' I I i
s

-a

".:' "ss....." ....... ,....0 .....;...' ........
,L .

, .

7--- whole decimal
number fraction

.

,

4. Discuss the place value of whole numbers and decimal

.fractions:'

4
.

4 1

deciMat point

4

, '.4

hundreds ten; units

for example,' 485, = four hundred- and eighty,

(Tens) five (units)
. .

4'

s.

. (
-

decimal pbint
,

, r I S .. I I

IV30 c
A

tenths hue thou-
dredths sandths

6
.6 = six tenths =

10
7.07 a seven' hundredths = -fm

068 = eight thoustrultits =
1000

4 I:

,

.

...

-
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a. Point out that the place value (or.position) of the
. -

number in relationship to the decimal point gives
,..

the number its place name. (E.g., if two places to the

, right- of the decimal, it will have a place name in the

hundredths.) The. number .14 is ,14 hundredths or

14/100; .757 is seven hundred and fifty seven thou-

sandths or 757/1,000. .,
\ .

: lid out that to eliminate the confusion of over-
looking the decimal point and reading the decimal

fraction as a whole number, a zero 4 placed to the

left of the decitnatiphen there is no whole numbir

(e.g., 0.14). 1 '
7

C.. Give an exampleask students to read 44oi 14

14/100 (fourteen and fourteen hundredths).

5. Discuss the annexing or adding of zeros to the right of

the decimal fraction.

a. Exampleask students to read MI (5 tenths).
b. Exampleask, students to. read 0.50 (50

hundredths); however, 0.5 = 0.50 or
5/10 = 50/100. .

.

c. Adding zeros to the right of the decimal fraction
does not change its value

6. Discuss ihe adding and subtractifig of decimals.

a. Rulefine up the decimal points and annex the
zeros to the.riglit of the decimal fraction.

b. Exampleadditidn

1.5 1.50,

..1- 21.65 21.65

, 23.1S

c. Examplesubtraction

23.15

- LS

..

23.15
1.50

21.65.

7. Explain how to multiply decimals.

4..

.r.

a. General-khe multiplication of decimal numbers is

done in exactl3f the same way as the multiplication

of whole numbers, except the decimal point = is

placed in the product ,
. . y

titan *OMITS AND MEASURES
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b. Rulecount the number of decimal places in the
numbers to be multiplied and count from the right

of the product to locate the decimal point.

125 12.5

. X .5 X .5

product = 62,5 6.25

1.25 .125

X 5 X .5

.625 .0625

c. Give examples.
Oft

12.5 1.25 .125

X 10 X 10 X 10

. 125.0. 12,50 1.250

(Ask the students if they see a simple pattern to
follow)

d. RuleWhen Multiplying a decimal by 10, just move

' the decimal point one place to the right.

e. Give examples.

12.5 1.25 A25

X 100 X 100 X 100

1250.0 125.00 12.500

(Ask the students if they see a simple pattern.)

f.Rulewhen multiples -a-tretbial by 100, just
movellie-del point two places to the right.

g. General rulewhen' multiplying a decimal by a
multiple of 10, just move the decimal point to the

right by the number of zeros found in the multiple.

,
(E -g., 1,000 has three zeros; so if we multiplied 1.25

by 1,000, we would move the decimal pOint three

places to the right, 1250.0.). ,

8. Explain how to divide'decimals.

a. Dividing decimals is the same as dividing whole
numbers, except you must keep track of the decimal`

point. .
.

MODULE IV: GENERAL r ARMACOLOGY
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b. Brief review-of division with whole numbers

c. Example:

(1) 24 4 = 6, where 24 is the dividend, 6 is the

divisor; and 4 is the quotient or answer, or

64f
(2) With decimals (example where dividend is a

decimal)

.6

4 riTi

keep decimal point in quotient above decimal

point in eividend.

d. Rulerdivisor must always be a whole number, so
in the problem

0.4 ff4

make 0.4 a whole number by moving the decimal

point one place to the right. The decimal point in

the divisor cannot be moved without moving the
decimal point in-the-dividend, so make 2.4, 24.0;

thus, our problem becomes

6.0

4

Remember to keep the decimal point in the quotient

above the new location of the decimal point in the

dividend.

e. Another example:

0.4

. Moving the decimal points in the divisor and divi-
dend, we have

4 240.0 or 60.0

UNIT it.wEidail AND MEASURES
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f. Examples for dividing by a multiple of10

0.5

10 1-.)

0.05

Jo icUti

0.001

,
10 r0.050,

-

i -

(Ask the students if they see, a pattern.)
Rule: when dividing - lecimal by 10, move the
decimal point one place to the left; when dividing a

decimal by 100, move the decimal point two Awes

i to the left. .

.. , Note: it is the opposite of multiplication.

B. Metric units
1. Review (from previous discussion).

a. Primary unitsgrams -

b. Secondary unitmilligrams
2. Point out that secondary units are derived from pri-

mary units.

.a. Milli means thousandths, therefore a milligram
(mg) is one-thousandth of a gram (g) pr there are
,I,000 mg in 1 g 1/1000 g= 1 mg or 0.001 g= 1
mg.

b. You are dividing one by 1,000 so you move ,the
decimal point tame places to the left.

3. Demonstrate how to convert milligrams to grams.

a. Discuss the following problem: if there are 1,000

mg in 1 g, and I have 2,000mg, how many grams do
a I have? Answer r- 2 g or

IV 34

s.

2.0

1000 fY:x.Mi

or, to divide 2:600 by 1,000, just move the deciMal

point three places to the left

b. Give more problemsfor example, convert the
,

following to grams (student exercise)

MODULE 1V. GENERAL PHARMACOLOGY
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2,000 mg = 2.0 g .

2,500114 = 2.5 g

2,750 mg = 2.75 g

500 mg = 0.5 g

75 mg = 0.075 g
..

c. Give the studentethis problem: suppose a physi-

cian oriiers 1,000 mg of a certain drug and that the

drug is dispensed in 0.5 g tableS. How many tablets

should be given?

/
Convert milligrams to grains (1 g); divide 1 g by'the

concentration in the tablets //
t

g /
= 2/tat,lets

0.5 g

Geheral formula:

. . _
dosage desired (in grams or milligrams)

dosage on hand (in graMs or milligrams)

where both dosages are in the same units

24)
0.5 n .0

(Give other similar problems as homework.)

4. Demonstrate bow to convert grams to milligrams.

a. Point cilia that if we can change milligrams to grams

by moving the decimal point three places to theleft,

we can logically change grams back to milligrams

by moving, the decimal point three places to the
right. (I.e., to changc, grams back to milligrams, all

we need to do is multiply by 1,000.)

b, Give some problems:

,
0.01 g = 10 mg

0.357 g = 357 mg
0.0002 g = 0.2 mg

2.507 g = 2,507 mg

UNIT.): WEIGHTS AttD MEASURES .
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c. Give the following example: the physician orders

0.5 g ofa specific drug in capsule form. The label on

the bottle reads 250 mg per capsule. Since 0.5 g is

equal to 500 mg, you -should give the patient 2
capsules. , -

5. Discuss liters and milliliters: if milli means thou-
sandth, then milliliters (ml) mean one-thousandth ot.a
liter (I) (i.e., there are 1,000m1 in I1).

a. Converting milliliters to liters:.

,

.
1,060'ml = I 1

2,000 ml = 21

26 ml = 0.0201

3,750 ad = 3.75 1

.
to

.

Rule: jtat move the decimal point three places to

the left. .
b. Converting liters to milWiters '

.., -

11 =1,000 ritl
2.51, .= 2,500 ml

6.75 I = 6 7A0 ml
e

e tr.* 1 1

.002 1 = l 2 ml

o

,,..
. .

I

.

. ,
t 1

1

.

i

f

. \lilac: just move the decirta! point three places to

the right. . - 4
6. Discuss cubic centimeters (cc) {relationship between

liters, gam's, and centimeters).

a. Relationship: 1 ml of water weighs I g and occu-

pies I cc of volume. Thus, 1 ml and 1 cc both
express one-thousandth ofa litei.

b. Probjem:

Suppose that you were going to give a patient 0.5 ml

of a drug, and your syringe was graduated in cc's.
How far back would you pull the

. ..
Answer: Since milliliters and cubic centimeters

are both thousandths, the plunger would te pulled

to the mark reading 1/2 cc (1/2 ml occupies 1/2
cc) ,

4
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3.4. Drug concentration (liquids)

A. Peoper dosage depends on the, concentration of the drug
(i.e., how many milligrams of medicine per cubiC centimeter

(volume) of liquid).

B., Example:: Suppose you are instntcted,to give 20 mg Of a
drug that is in 10'mg/cc in Concentration. How many cc's

should be administered?

General formula:

desired dose (mg)

concentration on hand (mg/cc)

desired dose = 20 mg

concentration' = 10 mg/cc

= cc to be adtbinistered .

20 mg
= 2 cc

10 mg/cc

C. Another example: Suppose you are instructed to give 20

mg of drug that is in 10 mg/1/2 cc in concentration. How

many cc's shouldbe administered? 4
,

20 mg
1 cc

a. 10 mg/5 cc

. 3.5. Summary.

A. Two systems
1. Apothecary

2. Metric

B. Metric system
1. Primary units

ot

2. Secondary units

3. Gilims, milligrams; liters, milliliters; cubic centiptet*

4. Conversion of milligrams,ta grams or milliliters to
liters: mpye the decimal point three plates to the. lift

): WEIDWIS AND MEASURES IV37
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' r
5. Conversion of grans to milligrams or liters to Willi-,

ten: move the decimal point three ilaces to the right
6. Milliliters . and cubic centimeters ,both express one-

thousandth.thousanddi of a liter; milliliter is a liquid weight and
cubic centimeter is a volume measure

. C. Conversion of pounds to kikigrains .

1. Point out that it is the division of potinds by 2.2, to get

kilograms.
2. Give example: a 220-pound man weighs 100

kilograms

...
. 100.

.

2.2 1-2-2UT
cs

D. Drug conceniratrons
. - 1. Tabiets/solids

/. a. Dose desired

Dose id hand

b. Where both are in he same unit
2. Liquid .

,

. a. Dose desired unit weight

Dose in hand unit weight/unit volume

b. Where both are in the same unit weight

r

4

. r

,

t4

,.

S

,

.

,

t
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Student's name ,

Sample StudentExercise

Instructibns: Complete the following table:

1. 0.5 g = _mg
.,

,

,2. 500 mg = _g
,

3. 0.0004 g = _mg
. . ,.

4.5.2 mg `s = _g

.
5..1.01, = _ml

. 0
6:1,090 ml = 1

4

7, 2,505 ml = _1

8. 27521 = _ml

A

/

Instructions: Ansvier. the following questionsdo your calcula-
dons in the spaces provided.

. i

9. A physician wishes to replace 2 liters of fluid lost *vomiting

and diarrhea. If a bottle of intravenous fluid cdhtains 1,000 ml,

hoW many bottles should the patient receive to replace the
fluid? - . ...

/A * 41
e

10. You are instructed to give a patient 0.015 g of a certain drug

and the drug is dispensed, in tablets Of 5 mg each. How many

tablets should you give him? (Hint: First convert grams fo

milligrams.)

, . 11. A patient has taken four tablets of a drug, each containing 5

mg. How many grams of the drug has he taken?

12. How any kilograms does a 150-pound patient weigh?
r r

13. A patient is given 2.5 ml of drops, four times daily. How nit

cc's of medication is he receiving daily?

o 'WWI WEIOHTS AND PAIIMUILS
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11 2.5 ml contains 100 mg of medication, how many
of the drug is he receiving daily?

14. A patient is supposed to receive 1.25 mg of a drug three times

a day. If the drug is id liquid form and 4 cc contains 0.626 mg,

how many ca's should he ieceivefor each dose?

15. You are instructed W administer 20 mg of a drug that comes

with a coiceigratioi of 10 mg/cc. How many cc's should you

administer? .

16. You are instructed to administer 30 mg of a drug that comes

with a concentration of 15 mg/0.5 cc. How many cc's should

you administer?

17. You are instructod to administer 0.5 g of a drug that comes in

a Concentration. of 50 mg//cc. How many cc's should you
administer? (Hint: Convert grams to milligrams first.)

,.
l& You are instructed to administar..08 g of a drug that-comes in

a concentration of 80 mg/0.5 cc. How many ,cc's should you

administer? ,,

97 patient weighs 220 pounds. You are instructed to adminis-

ml of an intravenous fluid for each kilogram. How
many millifiteraShould you adminiSter?

to How many cegtimeters should you administerAP

20. A patient weighs 176 pounds. You are instructed to give
0.0005 mg of a drug for each kilogram. If the drug comes in a

concentration of 0.02 ing/0.5 cc, hiow many cc's should he

receive?

IV-40 MODULE IV; OENERAL PHARMACOLOGY
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UNIT 4

4

40

ADMINISTRATION OF DRUGS

Knowledge objectives

After completing this module, the student should be able to
correctly respond to at least 80 percents of the following:

4.2.1.K The student should be able to list at least four methods of

administering drugs.

4.3.1.K The student should be able to list at least eight safety
Considerations to remember when administering drugs.

4.4.1.K The student should be able to list or otherwise describe the

tocal guidelines for administering drugs. (Note: The in-
structor may specify additional objective, concerning
local procedures.)

Instructor ActivitiesI
Asign the material referred to below' during the class period
ore the beginning of this unit.

Chaptei 4, Unit 4, ofthe Text

Knowledge objectives for this uni

t to write additional objecti

lines in administering drugs.)

t,(Voter The instructor miy
concerning the local guide-

Me selection of BO percent as a passing criterion is arbitrary and can be
modified.

UNIT 4: ADMINISTRATION 43$ ORVOS 50 IV-41'
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Prepare a lecture following,the content outline below, (Note:
It is suggested that the instructdr expand the section of the outline
concerning the local policies or 'guidelines in administering drugs.)

The 'following are, suggestions:

Inform the students that there are no demonstration.seisions,

no pr nice sessions, and no homework assignments oriitlident

exercises. .

Briefly discuss Section 4.2 of the content outline as a revielOf
Unit 2 of this module (Action of Drugs). Ask the students if
they can recallethe methods by which drugs can 6e absorbed

into the body. 4

Discuss Section 4.3 of the content outline by using a
lecture/discussion pethod.
Discuss Section 4.4 of the content outline, by using a
lecture/discussion method also. In this *section, be sure to
inform the students of any and all local guidelinei

Equipment and Materials
:

Equipment ;Educational

Chalkboard and chalk

at
B4uiptnent-4fedical

None

Material)

Knowledge objectives (optional)

Text

Cohtent Outline

4.1. Student exercise review from Unit 3'

4.2. Introduction to administration of drugs (review of Unit2)

1V2

A. Point out that in Unit 2, we discussed the factors that
influenced ihe action of drugs. One of those factors was

A
MODULE 1Y: GENERAL PHARMACOLOGY
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absorption rates. 4t that time, we discussed some methods

of administration: ,

1. Direct injection into the blood stream (IV injection) .

2. fnjection into a Muscle (intramuscular injection) -

3. Injection into subcutaneous tissue under. the skin (sub-

, cutaneous injection)

4. Orafadministration
S. Rectal administration -

b. Transtiacheal administration

B. Discuss the speed of absorption, listed in order:

1. IV injections
:AVt

2. Transtiacheal, rectal administrations

3. Intramuscular injections

4. Subcutaneous injection;

5. 041 administrations
C. Point out that in the next unit, we will demonstrate the

.
techniques of:

L IV injections
2. Intramuscular injections

3. Subcutaneous injections .-

D. Point out that the' purpose of this unit is to discuss some
important safety considerations. '

t

'V..

s

4.3. Wei considerations and procedures

A. Steps or guidelines in administering drugs .

I. Concentrate on the task (stress the importance of avoid-

. ing errorsstress the consequences of making errors).

2. Make sure you have clearly indiated 'the situation to
'the command physician (e.g., patient history).

a. Allergies

b. Prior medications

C. Physical problems
. .

3. Make sure you understand the physician's orders-i-if in

4 doubt, 'do not proceed until 'there is an understanding.,

a. Drug

b. Dose

1 c. Method of administration

4. Repeat orders back to physician, to confirm before
administering a drug.

UNIT 4; ADMINISTRATION OF DRUGS
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Read labels carefully:

a. Drugname
b. Drug concentration,

6. Never use the contents ofan unlabeled container.

6. Double-check all calculations before administerinr(es.

pecially for prepackaged drugs)

a. Fractional dose

b. Do all the -necessary coiversions.

1. Use correct, properly operating equipment.

8, Handle drugs (medications) carefully to avoid dropping

oft

or bieaking.

9. Exercise aseptic procedures.

10. Check iicompatibifity problems.

a. Drug will not mix with another drug or solution.

b.. If a solution looks cloud; rather that clear or if
particles like fnowflikes appear, do not administer

the drug without first checking with a doctor. If
cloudiness of precipitation occur* 'ter the drug is

injected into the IV tubing,: sk he infusion and
, 'change the tubing. '

11. Monk* the symptoms of overdose and take corrective
measugess,1/4 as necessary.

O

4.4. Local guidelines fog the administration of drugs

II/4 MODULE IV: OENERAL PHARMACOLOGY
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TECHNIQUES PF. ADMINISTRATION:

O

Knowledge Objectives .

After completing this module, the student should be able to
correctly respond to at least 80 percent of the following: .

. .. ,

5.3.1.K Given-a list of reasons; the student should be able to select

the reason why 'ampules' top should be tapped before they

are used. , .
,

,

5.3.2.K Given a list of reasons, the student should be able toselect

the reason why air must be talcen into the spitige when

drawing a solution from a vial.
r

5.4.1.K Given a list of reasons, the student should be able to select

the reason why the IV tube is pinched off abo've the
injection site when performing an IV push.

'.

1

5.4.2.K Given a list of either. advantages oe disadvantages, the ---
student should be able to select the advantages or &ad-

.
vaitages of:

,

.

IV injections

Sibcutaneous injections.
I

Intramuscular injections
4

:

*The selection of 80 percent as a passing criterion is ubifrary and can be
modified. . . .

I
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5.4.3.K Given a list of reasons, the student should be able to select

the reason why the skin is pinched when administering a
subcutaneous injection.

5.4.4.K Given a list of reasons, the student should be able to select

the reason why the skin is stretched when administering

an intramuscular injection.
<

Skill Objectives

After completing the module, the student shcaild be able to
correctly perform each of the skill objectives... "correctly" will be

defined by the instructor. Skill evaluation sheets-are included in the

module.

5.3.1.5 Given a vial or ampule of medication, alcohol wipes or

alcohol sponge, a file,' and a syringe with. a needle), the

student should beable to withdraw a given amount of the
solution, givenithe dose, from either an ampule or vial.

5.3.2.S .Given a prepackaged syringe (Bristojet), the student
should be able to asiemble the unit.

5.4.1.5 Given a prepackaged syringe (Bristojet), alcohol wipes,

and.IV already established, the student should be able to

perform an IV push and inject a specified dose of medica-

tion into the IV container.

5.4.2.S Given a fellow student as a victim, a syringe (with a needle

and already containing medicpionsterile water), and
alcohol wipes, the stzlent should be able to perform
'subcutaneous and intramuscular injedions when the loca-

tion is specified by the instructor or evaluator.

Instinetor Activities

Assign the skill and knowledge objectives for this unit during the

classperiod immediately before the beginning of the unit.

. In the class period im=ediately prior to this one, inform the
students they will be tested on the knowledge objectives at the end of

' 4636-46 MODULE iv: tIENERM. 01ARMACOLOGY
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this unit. This written tes, will cover the material (objectives)
discussed in Units 1-5.

Prepare a written test (using the knowledge objectives from each

-unit).
At the beginning of this unit, inform the students that there will be

' demonstration sessions and practice sessions. The demonstrations

consist of:

.
i . ,

5.3./ .S Withdrawing solutions

5.3.2.S WithdraWing solutions using a pripackaged set-

5.4.1.S IV push and adding medication to IV container

5.4.2.S Subcutaneous and intramuscular injections.

Prepare the lecture and demdnstrations following the content
outline and demonstration outline on pages IV-48 and 1V152. The

following are suggestions:

I
Section 5.2 of the content outline can be presented during a
lecture, Be sure to have a syringe for e.aclistudent to Look at

while ion describe the syringe and how to read the scale. Whin

discussing the types of syringes, have them available for the

student to examine. Ask the students if they can list the
advantages and disadvantages of each type.

Section 5.3 of the content outline can be presented during a
demonstratiOn and lecture, When describing vials, ampules,

and cartridges, have them available for the students to examine.

At the end of this section, if possible, have the students attend

Practice Session 1 (withdiawing solutions). '
.) Section 5.4 of the content outline can be presented during a

lecture and demonstration. If a film describing the importance
. 0

of skill in injections, reasons for injections, and step-by-step

procedures for preparation and site selection is available, it may

be used at this time. Note: The students should engage in
Practice Session 2 before subcutaneous and muscular injections

are presented or (let ,,onstrated. After demonstrating subcutan i

ous an intramuscular injections, the students should attend
Practice Session 3. As an alternative, Practice Sessions 2 and 3

can be combined.

Test the students. After the students have had sufficient time to

practice the skills, they should be given a written test to determine

...
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their attainment of all the knowledge and skill objectives contained

in this module.

Equipment and Materials

ExpIpmentEducatiblial

. Chalkboard and chalk

EquipmeitMedical

Vials and ampules of medication (sterile water) ,(one for each
student plus two for demonstration purposes)

Prepackaged syringe and cartridges (one for every student plus
two for demonstration purposes)

Desposable syringes (with needles) (four.per student plus ?our for

demonstration purposes)

AlCohol wiped (minimum of four per student)

File (one for every two students plus two for demonstration
purposesk.

Alcohol sponges (one for every student plus two for demonstra-

tion purples)
IV administration set with Y injectipn site and site at TV container

(one for eval two students/plus one, for demonitration
purposes)

Materials

Knowledge objectives (optional)

Skill objectives

Knowledge test

Skill evaluation sheets

Content Outline

S.I. Introduction

1V-48

A. Purpose of the Unit

1. To present and demonstrati the techniques of drug
administration-

. .

a. Drawing up medications from vials and ampules

MODULE IV: GENERAL PHARMACOLOGY



b. Intravenous injections

c. Intramusbtdar injections

d. Subcutanebus injections

e. Addition ot medicatims to IV bottles

oil

5.2. Syriiige and scales

A. Description (have a syringe for each student to look.)

L. The band (has the scale printed on it; it also contains or
.

housesthe medication)

2. The plunger (head is usually buttonlike)

3. Tie hub (which Ole needle fits into)

B. Description of the scale; ask students to:

1..Hold the syringe in a horizontal position.

2. Roll the syringe gently around until the scale is sien.

3. Review the stale markings (location and ?titans of
each marking). You may even want students tb manipu-

te the plunger to the different markings. Bc sure to
explain markings between any larger markings:

4. Briefly discuss the different' size of scales (e.g., 2 and

2-1/2 cc):

C erent, types of syringes (try to have available for
students)
1. Glassadvantages and disadvantages
2. Plastic disposable

a. Point out that it is in a sterilized, sealed package
With protective covering on the needle.

Advantages and disadvantages

3. Prepackaged syringes (Bristojet)

a. Discuss operation (draw diagram).

b. Discuss how to put them together:

c. Discuss advantages and disadvantages.

d. Discuss the bolus (prepackaged medication).

3.3. Withdrawal of meeP:ations from vials and ampules. (Have
vials, ampules, and cartridges available for students to see.)

. A. Three containers
1. Vials

a, Have an example available.

b. Read the label and drug concentration.

UNITS TECRNIQUES OF ADMINISTRATION 1V9
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i

"1..

5.4. Routes ofadministrstion .
.

*v.- . ., .

-it

.. tic.
2. Ampules . . . .-

a. Have anitexamgle available,
t

.. b. .Read the label and drug concentration.
c. Point out that it is not vacuum sealed.

d. Disc the types.

$

c. Point out that it is vacuum sealed.

d. Discuss precautions to take when breaking off the

4

e. Explai w to remove medication from the top.

3. 'Bolus (cartridgeprepackaged)
a. Havean eximplrIrvallable
b. Reid the label and concentration.

.p....---.4
'-'13. Remonstrations

1. 5.3.1 .S.(vials and ampules}

2: 5.3.2.ftwpackaged)
C. Practice Session 1 $

I

t $

.

- t

.
+

1.

MIII

.

. A. IV injections (assume IV setup operational)

. , 1, Point out that it is given directly into vein

a. Explain procedure, purpose, dangers (briefly)
. b. Explain YInjection site ...

. 16

c. Explain direct injection technique with

hfrpodermic.

2, Directly into IV container ..

a. Briefly explain procedure and puipose

b. Describe, site at container

3. Introduct Demons, Lion 5.4.1.5 (IV pish and adding
medication to IV c tamer).

4. Introduce Practice Session 2.

B. Subcutaneous injections and intramuscular injections

I. Define each one.

' 2. Discussabsorptien rates.

3. Discuss the location site for each.

i e

IV-So

a. Subcbtaneous (upper arm and thigh) .
.

N., b. Intramuscular (gluteus maxims and thigh.)
4. Briefly describe the diffrences in injection methods

(size of needles, amount of medication for each site,

etc.).
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S. Introduce Demonstration 5.42S.
, 6. Introduce Practice Simian 3.

.5.5. Sum:nary

A.-- Different types of syringes

B. Withdrawal of medications

C. Intravenous injections
D. Subcutaneous injections

E. Intramuscular injections

O

p

S
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Demonstration 5.3.1.Sa: Withdrawing a Solution in a Vial .4

Equipment

Vial of medication

Alcohol wipes

Syringe with needle

Procedure

)

-- .
......ww2 ,

Make sure alt the students can see the motion and movements.

Describe what you are doing as you do it.
.

Tell the students to watch and listen. (They should not be writing

or trying to duplicate your actions as you perform the skill.)

Discuss the &ideal errors that could be made at every step.

2

Steps

1. 'Prepare of make ready a syringe (if required).

2. Check the vial.

a. Carefully read the label for the proper name.

b. Carefully note the concentration of thedrug (mg/cc).

3. Compute the dosage. .
i

a. Be precise.

b. Have an example of a fractional dose.

4. Cleanse the rubber stopper withvi alcohol wipe.

a. Explain how and demonstrate.

b. Explain why.

5. Pull air into the syringe equal to the amount of solution to be,
withdrawn.

a. Eiplain how and demonstyate.

b. Explain why. Minimizes pressure change in medicine's
container.

6. Insert the needle through the rubber stopper.

. a. Explain how and demonstrate.

b. Explain the possibleerrorr.

c. Explain how to avoidirrots.

d. Explain how to hold the barrel.

7. Inject air into the vial. ,
:,..

a. Explain how and demonstrate. .

b. Explain why.
ar

,..
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B. In Vert the vial and withdraw 'the desired amount of
medication.

a. Explain how and demonstrate.

b. Explain why.

9. Check- the label on the vial and the dosage of medication
withdrawnexplaiti why.

10. - Protect the needle from contamination.

a. Explain how {slid demonstrate.

b. Explain why.

.71
NOTE: After the demonstration, ask the students if they have

any questions or if they would like to see part of the.
demonstration repeated. Depending on the Approach and

schedule, the instructor may want the students to prep-

tire, at this time or at feast have one student repeat the
demonstration, with the instructor talking the student
thron' the skill, pointing out the errors.

-4

f`

4

0. k
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Demonstration 5.3.1.Sb: Withdrawing a Solution from an Ampule

Eqitipment
.

w

Ampule of medication

\File

Alcohol sponge

Syringe with needle

. 4

0

Make sure all students can see the motion and movements.

Describe what you are doing as you do it.

Tell the itudents to watch and listen. (They should not be writing

or trying to duplicate your actions as you perfoim the skill.)

Discuss the critical errors that could be made at every step.

Steps .

I

1.. Prepare the syringe (ifrequired). .

2. Check the ampule.. ,

a. Carefully read the label for the proper name.

b. Carefully note the concentration of the drug (mg/cc)

Ito. 3. Compute the proper dosage.

P. Be precise.
-.

b. Have an example of a fractional dosage.

4. Lightly, tap or shake the ampule.

a. Explain how. §

b. Explain why (dislodge the solution from the neck of the

ampule).

5. Scratch` the neck of the ampule with a file (unless the ampule

has a colored line around the neck).

a. Explain how. 4 `

b. Demonstrate. ,

6. Place an alcohol sponge around the neck of the ampule and

break off the tip.,

a. Explain how and demonstrate. ..
b. Explair. why it is necessary to discard the alcohol sponge

and tip.

I1
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:7. insert the needle into the solution withou' touching it to the

edges of the ampule. I

a. Explainhow and demonstrate:

b. Explain why..

8. Draw the solution into the syringe.

a. Explain how and demonstrate.

b.' Point out difference between the ampule and the vial in
this maneuver. ,

9. Check the label on the ampule and the dosageexplain why.

10. Protect the needleexplain why.

NOTE: After the demonstration, ask the students if they have
any questions or if they would like to see part of the
demonstration repeated. Depending on the approach and

schedule, the instructor may want the students to prae-

tice, at this time or At least have one student repeat the

demonstration, with the instructor talking .the student
, .

. through the skill, pointing out the errors. .

f

0.
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Dcmonstration 5.3.2.5: Bolus and Prepackaged Syringe

Equipment

Prepackaged syring(Bristojet) and bolus

Prveedure

Demonstrai so all the students can see the motion and
movemeits -

Describe what you are doing as you do it.

Tell the students to watch and listen. (They should not be writing

or trying to duplicate your actions at this time.)

Steps

1. . Check the label on the bcplus or cartridge for the drug risme.

2. Note the concentration (mg/cc).

3. Pop off the protective caps from the syringe barrel and the
bolus cariridge) with your thumbs.

4- Screw the cartridge into the syripge barrel.

0 -5. Remove air from syringe.
:*

NOTEt After the demonstration, ask the students if they have
any questions or if they would like to see part of the

demonstration repeated. Depending on the approach and

schedule, the instructor may want the students to prac-

tice at this time or at least have one student repeat the
demonstration, with the instructor talking the student
through the skill, pointing out the errors.
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Demonstration 5.4.1.Sal Administering an IV Push (IV Bolus)

Equipment

PrepaCkaged syringe (Bristojet) with bolus or cartridge of
medication

IV administration set (with Y injection site)

Alcohol wipes

Procedure..

Set up the IV before the demonstration session.

Make sure all the students can see what you are doing.

Tell the students to watch and listen. (They need not take notes.)

Describe what you are doing as you.do it.

Describe critical errors at each step.

Steps I

I. Describe, the situation to the studentsIV set, point out the Y
, 4

entry.

2. Prepare the prepackag .1 syiinge.

a. Check the drug name on the cartridge orbolus.

, b. Check the concentration.
c. Pop oft the prot,:tive caps. '

d: Screw the cartridge and barrel together.
3. Expel air from the syringe by poihtinthe needle upward.

a. Explain and demonstrate how. '
b. Explain why expelling the air is important,

4. Cleanse the glen rubber stopper or gum rubber sleeve with an

. alcohol wipe.

a, Explain and demonstrate how.

b'. Explain why. .
c. Explain why you should not inject into the plastic tubing

(not self-sealitig).

5. Puncture the stopper or sleeve with the needleexplain and
. .

demonstrate how:

"6. Inject the medication.

a." Explain and demonstrate:---pinch oil the IV, tubing above

the injection site and explain why. .

UNIT S TECHNIQUES OMDMINISTRATION
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4

, .

li. Emphasize adniinistrating the prescribed amount and not
.always the entire bolus.1 ' -

7. Witndravi the needle.

.. I a. Explain and demonstrate bpw.

b. Explain how a needle shluld be discarded.

t

)

tt
I , $

.0

..

'NOTE: After the demonstration, ask the students if they have
any citations or if they would ike to see part of the
demonstration repeated. Depending onilie approach and

schedule, the instructor may want thestudents to prac-

tice at this time or at least have one student repeat the

. demonstration, with the instructor talking the student.
through the skill, pointing out the errors. .

4
4

4
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Deinonstrstibn 5.4.1.Sb: Addition of Drugs into an IV Bottle or
Bag ,

Equipment

IV administration set (with injection site on the fluid container)`

Alcohol wipis . -

Prepackaged syringe (Bristojet) with boll-1 or cartridge of
' w medication

. , .
Procedure

.. ,

Have the LV set up before demonstption begins.

Make sure all the students can see.

Describe as you demonstrite
. . ; . .

Tell the students to just watch and listen' (they need-not take
-- -0, notes): t A

"

Steps e. -
* 4

a . it

.1

.
1

1 I .1 .6f"I l .11

la ,,l, Deicribe the situation to the students IV (point out the
. ,

0, 0 A

injection site on the fluid container). Explain why injections.
4 ;light be given this way. , -

2: rkware the prepackaged stringe.
.. al Check the drug name on tfr,cirtricig$4 bolas.

e

1 Check the concentration.. -
-c. Popoff the protective ca'pe .

,, d. Screw the cartridge and barrel together.

A tleanse the gum rubber stopper or gum rubber sleeve with
. ir

"A, , al03h0l ripeS.
r."

4 a. Explain and demonstrate how.

. b. Explain why.
. c, Explain that they are self-sealing.

4.- Puncture the stopper or sleeve with the needle. Explain and

demonstrite how to:

a. -Position the sands
b. Position the barrel and needle ..

5. Inject the medication. There is no need to pinch off the tubing.
.

6: Withdraw the needle and discard.

a. Explain and demonstrate how. -
I

b. Explain why. i

, .
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41.

.. 7. Ask the students to explain the differences` betWeen adding
medicine to an IV bottle and IV push, and the differences in

procedures, rate of absorption, etc.
, ..

, .
NOTE: After the demonstration, ask the students if they have

any questions or if they would like to se5 part of the
demonstration repeated. Depending 'On the apprbach and

schedule, the instructor may want the students to prac-
tice at this time or at least have one student repeat the
demonstration, with the instructor tallcing-thesaidiiit
through the skill, pointing out the errors.

,

...

;

.,
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Demonstration 1.4.2.Sat Subcutaneouskiections

Equipment .

Syringe (with 25-gage needle)

Ampule of medication (sterile water)

File 4' .
.

Alcohol sponge

Alcohol wipes -

_ Volunteer (student) .

Procedure--,

Select a student volunteer.

Demonstrate so all the students can see motion and movements.

Describe the steps and movements as you_demonstrate.

Tell the students to watch and listen (they need not take noks).

.N.4.

Steps

,

1. Review the priiceciiires for withdrawing a solution from
. .

ampule: (see Demonrtration 5.3.2).

a. Prepare the syringe.

b. Read the label (name and concentration).

c. Compute the proper dosage.

d. Tap theampule.
e. Break off the tip.

/\_ f. Insert the needle.

g. Draw out the solution.
h. Recheck the label (name, concentration, and dose).

i. Protect the needle from contamination.

2. Select the sate for injection.

a. Review places for 'subcutaneous injections.

b. Explain why sites are selected and used.

3. Cleanse the site with alcohol wipes:

a. Explain and demonstrate how (circular Motion going out),

b. Explain what may be used (alcohol or iodine).

4. Remove the cap from the syringe needle.

5. Remove air from the needle.

.a. Explain and demonstrate how.

b. Explain why.

an

04 ..
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6.. Pinch the skin.

a. Explain and demonstrate how this is done .for my site
(location of hands, etc.).

b. Explain why.

c. Do not contamiqate. ,

7. Insert the needle into the injection site.

a.. Explain and demonstrate hOw the syringe is held, the
angle of entry, the forces used, the depth inserted, etc.

h. Explain possible errors.

c. Explain how to avoid possible errors.

8. Draw back oti the plunger to make certain you havenot"
entered a blood vessel. .. ,.

9. Slowly push the plunger.
a. Explain and demonitrate how. .

b. Explain that the patient may experience painif you push 4.
too fast or too slow.

10. Withdraw the needle qUicIdy:

a. Explain and demonstrate hew.

b. Explain possible errors and discomfort for the patient.

11. Apply direct pressure over the injection site with a wipe.

& Eiplain and demonstrate how.-
b. Explain why the site should not be rubbed. `

12. Dispose of equipmentexplain why. ,

NOTE After the demonstration, ask the students if they have
any qbestions or if they would like to see part of the
demonstration repeated. Depending on the approach and

schedule, the instructor may want the students to prat=

tice at this time or at least have one student repeat the
demObstration, with the instructor talking the student
through the skill, pointing out the errors. (If this is the
case, have another set of equipment ready.)

s

M,
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Demonstration 5.4.2.Sb: Intramuscular Injections

Equipment

Syringe (with 22gage needle)

Ampule of medication (sterile water)

File

Alcohol sponge

Alcohol wipes

Volunteer,(student) -

Procedure

O

SeleCta student volunteer...

Have the solution already drawn from the ampule (specify the
name and concentration).

Demonstrate so that all the students can hear and see.

Describe the steps and procedures as you demonstrate.

Tell the students to watch and listen (they need not take notes).

Steps

1. Explain that the solution has already- been drawn from the
ampule. ,

2. Select a site for injection.

a. Review theivssible locations for injections.

b. Explain wily certain sites are selected and used ' 4

c. Explain the difference from subcutaneous injection sites.,

3. Cleanse the site with wipes.

a. Explain and demonstrate how:

b. Explain that it is no different than' subcutaneous
injections.

c. Explain the need fo a. oid contamination.

4. Remove the cap frail :"r e needle.

5. Remove air from the ne4dieexplain how and why.
6. Stretch the skin at the iodation site.

a. Explain and demonstrate how (location of the hands and

fingers, technique for stretching).

b. , Explain why the skin is stretched (explain the difference

from subcutaneous injections).

a
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a

7. Insert the needle in the site. .

a. Explain and demonstrate how the syringe is held, the
angle of entry, force used, depth inserted.

Iftilist b. Explain possible errors.

c. Explain how to avoid possible errors.

8. Draw back on the plunger to make certain the needle has not .

entered a blood vessel. .
.

9. Slowly push the plunger.
..

. a. Explain and demonstrgte how. 4,, . ..
b. Explain the consequences of pushirrg tpdlitst or too slow.

10. Quickly remove the needle. ..

. a. Explain and demonitrate how, (locatiun of the hands on

the syringe, angle, etc.). .
b. Explain possible or common errors. .

.,

c. Explain how to avoid possible or common errors.

11: Apply direct pressu re over the injection site.

a. Explain and demonstrate how.

b.' Explain what calfbe used.
12. Dispose of the needle or equipment.

NOTE: After the demonstration, ask.the students if they have -,
any questions or if they would like to, see part of the
demonstration repeated. Depending on approach and

schedule, the instructor may want the students to prac-
tice at this time, or at least have one student repeat the `

demonstration, with the instructor talking the student
through the skill, pointing out the errors.

I
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Practice Session 1

Equipment

Ampule of medication (sterile water)(one for-each student)

Vial of medication (sterile water) (one for each stddent)

Alcohol wipes (two for each student)

Alcohol sponges (one for each student)

File (one for each group of students)depending on type of
ampule

Syringe(With needle) (one for each student)

Prepackaged syringe (Bristojet) with bolus of medication (one for

each Student)

Skills

.

.

5.3.1.5 Withdrawing a Solution from a Vial or Ampule

5.3.2.S Using a Prepackaged Set

Procedure

Divide the students into groups of two.

Let each student in the gro.up practice the skills.

Students should be allowed to help other students.

Practice Session 2

Equipment

Prepackaged syringe (Bristojet) (two for every student) or dispos-

able syringe (with needles) and a vial or ampule of medicition

(with all necessary material for their use) (one for every
student)-

I V unit already set up (w4hY. injection site) and injection site into

the container (one for each Voup of students)
Alcohol wipes (enough for class)

ti

Skills

5.4. I .S IV Push and 'dding Medication to ah IV Container
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Procedure

Divide the st udents into groups of two.

Have them practice the skill(s).

Have the students assist one another.
$

Practice Session 3

1 41.

Equipment 4

syringesyringe with 22- or 25-gage needle (either' prepackaged or

disposable) (two for each student)

Medication (sterile water) (one container for each student)
Alcohol wipes (two for every student)

Skill et

5.4.2.S Subcutaneous arid Intramuscular injections

Procedure /

Dil/ide the class intogroups of two.

Hive theni practice the skill(s).

Have the students help each other.

)1"

r
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1 Student's name

# Date ..

Pass 1 2 3

Fail 1 2 3
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Skill Evaluation 5.3.1.5: Withdrawing a Solution from a Vial or
Ampule

Place an "X" in the appropriate column to indicate steps that are

incorrect, out of seqUence or omitted. The student should be given

three attempts to perform the skill. '

. '
Equipment

I , '
'Vial

.

Ampule i r. -'
"

Alcohol sponge
,.

Alcohol wipe

Syringe (with needle) ,

File,.

Procedure

, t

.

,

I. e

4 44

)

Place all the necessary equipment in front of each student.

Gibe the student the name of tie &tug to be administered and the'

# dosage. (Note: You may want various: vials and ampules with
different drug names or the same drug with different

concentrations.) ,

J.Inform the student that thiievaluation may occur as part of Skill

1.6.2.5. ,

Steps

,
A. Select the / proper drug name and/or

concentration.

B. Prepare the vial orampule.

. 11. 1, If a vial, 'cleansethe rubber

stopperwith alcohol.
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.

2. If an ampule

Tap

-.!-- Scratch the neck with
a file

c

,

g

Break off the tip with t

I
.. Maimm

an alcohol sponge

_ _ Protect your fingers

Discard the tip and al-

cohol sponge

C. Inseq the needle into the solution.

_ 1. Ira vial

Pull air into the

maw maw .1.

..11. .111m -.
. .

_
syringe

Insert through the

rubber stopper

Inject air into the vial

2. If an ampule, insert the,
needle, into the solution
without touching the edge.

D. Draw the solution into the syringe.

IV-68

_ _ 1. If a vial, invert the vial and .

withdraw the desired

amount.

0........ ......m ......
. -

2. If an ampule, withdraw
the desired amount.

E. Check the label and desired dosage.

F. Protect the needle.
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Student's mime

. ...
4

1
....

Fail 1 2 3

Id,

.,

Skill Evaluations 5.3.2.S and 5.4.1.S: Using a Prepackagid Set,
and the N Push and the Addition of Medication into an IV
Container

Place an "X" in the appropriate column to indicate steps that are

incorrect, out of sequence, or omitted. The student should be given

three attempts to perform the skill.

Equipment

Prepackaged syringe (Bristojet) with bolus or cartridge

thsposable plastic syringe

,Ampule or vial 1,

File
Alcohol sponges

Alcohol wipes

Procedure

Have the IV set up with a Y injection site and an injection site on

the fluid container.

Inform the student that the purpose of he evaluation is to have ,
biin demonstrate the skill of an IV h and the addition of
medication to a container of IV fluid.

Inform the student that he must perform both skills to pass.

StepsIV Push

.11.11 01111.1111. 11111111 A. Prepare .prepackaged syringe, checking the
name and concentration, and put the unit
together.
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B. Expel air from the. syringe by removing the
needle cover, pulling back slightly on the plun-

ger, and then pushing the plunger in slightly to

squeeze out the air. '

_ C. Cleanse the gum rubber stopper or gum rubber

. sleeve with an alcohol wipe

._ _ D. Puncture the stopper or sleeve with the needle
at the Y injection site.:

,

orr .. .r......

1. mow. .1

E. Inject the proper amount of medication by
pushing on the plunger and at the same tithe,
pinch of(the IV tubini.above the injection site.

F. Withdraw the needle and dispose of properly.

..

Ask the student the following question: Why is it necessary to
pinch off the IV tubing above the injection site?

Steps Addition ofDrugs or Medications to IV Bottle or Bag

... A. 'Prepare a prepackaged syringe, checking the
name and concentration and put it together.

rpyor ..1

......1 ...w.m.....

Ir .

,
1V-70

B. Cleanse, the gum rubber stopper or gum rubber

sleeve vith an alcohol wipe.

.
C. Puncture the stopper or sleeve with the needle

at the injection site of the bottle or bag.

D. Inject the proper amount of medication by
pushing the plunger.

E. Withdraw the needle and dispose of it.
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Student's name
.

Date.

Pass 1 2 3

Fail 1 2 3

Skill Evaluation 5.4.2.S: Subiutaneous and Intramuscular

. lebedons ..

Place an "X" in the appropriate column to indicalesteps that are

incorrect, out of sequence, or omitted. The student should be given

three attempts to perform the skill.

Equipment

Syringe filled with sterile water (needle)

Alcohol wipes

Procedure , ,-

(
Use a fellow student as a patient.

Inform the student that he must perform both stills (inform the

student of the order and injection site). .
Inform the student that he may assume the tnediation.concentra-

. Lion and name are given.

StepsSubcutaneous Injections

.01101.11.2

111 .111

A. Prepare the injection site using a,,circular mo-

tion (inform the student of the injection site).

B. Remove the cap from the needle (if applicable).

C. Remove air from the needle by slightly pushing

the plunger.

_ D. Pinch the skin around the injection site

E. Insert the needle into the injection site at a 45°...,,,,,,,, ...g.g.g. ........

,.

angle.
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4111110 .......

..milr

,
.

.

.
"F. Withdraw the plunger slightly to ascertain

rn

_ G. Slowly push the plunger.

there is no blood return. 154

_ H. Withdraw the needle quickly.

4111110 ..
%

404.111dme

I- Apply direct pressure over the injection site
with a wipe.

J. Dispose of the material and equipment.

0

StepsIntramuscular
.,

Injections

A. Prepare the injection site using - -a/ circular
,

motion.

B. Remove the cap froM the needle.

mil .......

IIII IlmMerma

C. Remove air from the needle by pushing the
plunger slightly.

_
,

D. Stretch the skin........ IINIF/MMINM.

4111110 E. Insert the needle into the site at a 45° angle..1100/11.1 ..r

F. Withdraw the plunger slightly to ascertain
there is no blood return.

ligeloylly. .......

.
\ G. Slowly push the plunger to deliver the.desired

amount of medication.

--L. ___ H. Withdraw the needle quickly.

--- I. Apply direct pressure over th- injection site
with a wipe.

4111111110 4111110

IV-72

J. Dispose of materials and equipment.
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